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Wedding couple wallpaper

Ad - Continue reading among the couple names: Lindsay Lachky and Michael KenworthyWedding date: June 6, 2015Location: Church of St. Ignatius Loyola, The Plaza HotelWhat what they do: Lindsay is a registered nurse at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center working in the inpatient Leukemia and Lymphoma
unit. Michael is an investment banker at Goldman Sachs.Where they came from: The bride grew up in St. Louis, Missouri, while the groom from Minneapolis, Minnesota.How they met with: The pair met at the Boston Winter Ball in 2012, run by Lindsay's alma mater, Boston College. Michael was attending Harvard
Business School at the time. Michael spotted Lindsay, found a way to get introduced, and the pair bonded over their midwest roots. The suggestion: While in Chicago for Thanksgiving, Michael flew into both his and Lindsay's families to surprise Lindsay after being proposed on the balcony of the Trump Tower restaurant,
overlooking downtown Chicago. The Dress The Rings The Details Signature cocktail: The pair have a white cosmopolitan (named Harry in honor of their dog) and a St. Germain cocktail with a rose garnish (named Marv to Home Alone II, their favorite film filmed at their reception location, the Plaza). Specialty dessert:
The chef at the Plaza created Kevin McCallister Ice Cream Sundaes (complete with sparkers) for guests as a treat after the cake cut. Something old, new, borrowed and blue: Old: A piece of side of the bride's mother's veil wrapped around the bouquet. New: The bride's Vera Wang dress and Jimmy Choo shoes.
Borrowed: Lindsay carried her mother and grandmother's favorite prayer into her purse Blue: The bride's surprise wedding band from the groom got into a navy blue box, and her white silk robe gifted by her bridesmaids is embroidered with Bride in baby blue. Honeymoon: The couple kicked off for the Four Seasons Bora
Bora The Party bridesmaid dresses: Erin FetherstonBridesmaid gift: Every bridesmaid receives Kate Spade earrings and a knotted Kate Spade bracelet with the note, Thank you for helping me tie the knot! Groomsmen gift: The groom gave every groom a pair of cufflinks that symbolized something about each of their
friendships (i.e. James Bond martini glasses, a football, cycling gear, red solo cup). This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io Wedding hashtags is a
great way to consolidate all the fun Instagram and Facebook photos from the big day into one easily clickable place. Almost every one of our weddings had a personal hashtag, says wedding planner Shannon Gail Clemonds. Ahead, Clemonds shares five tips for creating the best wedding hashtag and we round up
wedding hashtag ideas from real couples. Online generators will pump out wedding hashtag after you type in your names and wedding date. But it's likely to be like #MrandMrsSmith, etc. Instead, brainstorm with the ones that know you best. Use your own network to make everyone think, Clemonds suggests. Start with a
Facebook post that invites everyone to share ideas and start a wedding hashtag list. The creativity of your crew might just surprise you. Personalization is huge, Clemonds says. Start by writing down your and your fiancé's first and last names and your wedding date. Then play around with different words. Clemonds says
her biggest tip is to embrace alliteration. To have that repetition in letters and sounds makes it so much catchy, she says. Getting all the photos marked appropriately ensures that the hashtag is at the tip of guests' fingertips as they type their captions. People will use it if it's really catchy and easy, Clemonds says. For
example, a couple who married on July 11 found #ThankHeavenfor711. How's that for easy to remember? Let's say your fiancé has a long, complicated van. Your side of the family, which isn't as familiar with the name, will probably struggle to spell it. You'll end up with tons of wrong hashtags attached to photos you may
never see. Instead, Clemonds suggests, try a different approach by focusing on first names, the date, or even your wedding location. Coming up with the perfect hashtag is a start, but you also want to get people to use it. If you don't make sure people are aware, then it doesn't filter through as best you hoped, Clemonds
says. Drive it home by pressing your hashtag somewhere your guests will see it—as on the bottom of your ceremony apps or on cocktail naps at the bar. And once you've settled on your hashtag, don't be afraid to use it. Once you come up with it, you can use it for your own planning, such as when you get or register
your marriage license, Clemonds says. You can create a storybook for the whole process. When Ashley found out her BFF was being hit, she instantly knew what the wedding hashtag had to be: a play on the bride-to-be's sorp (Kress) combined with everyone's favorite wedding-hearted TV show, Say Yes to the Dress.
When in doubt, choose a popular rom-com movie title, as the Stroopes did, and make it work! We got the idea the good old-fashioned way (if you can even say that to a hashtag) by asking close family and friends for recommendations, tell the bride. Finally, my now-husband's smartest co-worker nailed it with this one. It's
definitely one of the best wedding hashtags we've heard. Erika wed this spring with her gorgeous fiancé David Morgan and one of her bridesmaids came up with the perfect hashtag for the duo. It's a mix of his sur name (soon to be hers) and a reflection of their personalities. He's more of the quiet, thoughtful, calm type,
and she's the hard, chatty, and sometimes intense one. When Stephanie Found Out What Her Friend's Upcoming Wedding Hashtag couldn't she help but laugh. The groom groom named Jason Harris, and everyone calls him Harry as a nickname, she says. He was featured in some surf films called Dirty Harry. Because
of all of this, they decided they would be hashtag: #bigfatharrywedding. Hahaha! Before the wedding, this bride actually paid someone online to come up with the perfect hashtag, but still nothing felt right. The closest thing and runner-up was #TheCruzscendo. However, they finally went in a different direction:
#2LiveCruzWedding summed it all up for us. We're music fans and maybe a little 'out there,' as our friends are, so it seemed appropriate. They opted out of playing any 2 Live Crew at the wedding though. Some of our more conservative guests may not have appreciated it, she says. What happens when a professional
writer marries a stock? A smart hashtag, that's what! Stocks, of course, are a reference to the two of them, and Bonds refers to marital effects, which we think is the perfect game on words and oh so appropriate. Kelly Donohue tried to come up with a smart hashtag with her s van with her fiancé Walsh... and she couldn't
think of anything. But then, over breakfast, her sister had a stroke of genius. My sister and I had breakfast when I had brainstorming for a wedding hashtag. Joe's last name is Walsh, and we had a hard time finding something creative. My sister looked at our mugs and said: 'Kelly's cup of Joe!' Reynaley Buenaventura's
Disney-themed wedding inspired her wedding hashtag. She added her fiancé Josh's initial and her own to impersonate the hashtag with a JR at the start. Best of all, they chose Tale as old as time as their first-dance song, pulling it all together. When Amy married Sean Seal, she immediately knew #SealTheDeal would
make the perfect hashtag. After nine years of dating, tying the knot sealed the deal they've wanted to make for nine years! Wedding hashtags are a great way to consolidate all that fun Instagram and Facebook photos from the big day from the big day into one easily clickable place. Almost every one of our weddings had
a personal hashtag, says wedding planner Shannon Gail Clemonds. Ahead, Clemonds shares five tips for creating the best wedding hashtag and we round up wedding hashtag ideas from real couples. Online generators will pump out wedding hashtag ideas after you tap into your names and wedding date. But it will
probably be generic, such as #MrandMrsSmith, etc. Instead, brainstorm with the ones that know you best. Use your own network to make everyone think, Clemonds suggests. Start with a Facebook post that invites everyone to share ideas and start a wedding hashtag list. The creativity of your crew might just surprise
you. Personalization is huge, Clemonds says. Start by writing down your and your fiancé's first and last names and your wedding date. Then play around with different words. says her biggest tip is to embrace alliteration. To have that repetition in letters and sounds, make it so catchier, she says. Getting all the photos
marked appropriately ensures that the hashtag is at the tip of guests' fingertips as they type their captions. People will use it if it's really catchy and easy, Clemonds says. For example, a couple who married on July 11 found #ThankHeavenfor711. How's that for easy to remember? Let's say your fiancé has a long,
complicated van. Your side of the family, which isn't as familiar with the name, will probably struggle to spell it. You'll end up with tons of wrong hashtags attached to photos you may never see. Instead, Clemonds suggests, try a different approach by focusing on first names, the date, or even your wedding location.
Coming up with the perfect hashtag is a start, but you also want to get people to use it. If you don't make sure people are aware, then it doesn't filter through as best you hoped, Clemonds says. Drive it home by pressing your hashtag somewhere your guests will see it—as on the bottom of your ceremony apps or on
cocktail naps at the bar. And once you've settled on your hashtag, don't be afraid to use it. Once you come up with it, you can use it for your own planning, such as when you get or register your marriage license, Clemonds says. You can create a storybook for the whole process. When Ashley found out her BFF was
being hit, she instantly knew what the wedding hashtag had to be: a play on the bride-to-be's sorp (Kress) combined with everyone's favorite wedding-hearted TV show, Say Yes to the Dress. When in doubt, choose a popular rom-com movie title, as the Stroopes did, and make it work! We got the idea the good old-
fashioned way (if you can even say that to a hashtag) by asking close family and friends for recommendations, tell the bride. Finally, my now-husband's smartest co-worker nailed it with this one. It's definitely one of the best wedding hashtags we've heard. Erika wed this spring with her gorgeous fiancé David Morgan and
one of her bridesmaids came up with the perfect hashtag for the duo. It's a mix of his sur name (soon to be hers) and a reflection of their personalities. He's more of the quiet, thoughtful, calm type, and she's the hard, chatty, and sometimes intense one. When Stephanie found out what her friend's upcoming wedding
hashtag was, she couldn't help but laugh. The groom is named Jason Harris, and everyone calls him Harry as a nickname, she says. He was featured in some surf films called Dirty Harry. Because of all of this, they decided they would be hashtag: #bigfatharrywedding. Hahaha! Before the wedding, this bride actually paid
someone online to come up with the perfect hashtag, but still nothing felt right. The closest thing and runner-up was #TheCruzscendo. However, they finally went in a different direction: #2LiveCruzWedding it all has for us We're music fans and maybe a little 'out there,' like we're ours so it seemed appropriate. They opted
out of playing any 2 Live Crew at the wedding though. Some of our more conservative guests may not have appreciated it, she says. What happens when a professional writer marries a stock? A smart hashtag, that's what! Stocks, of course, are a reference to the two of them, and Bonds refers to marital effects, which
we think is the perfect game on words and oh so appropriate. Kelly Donohue tried to come up with a smart hashtag with her s van with her fiancé Walsh... and she couldn't think of anything. But then, over breakfast, her sister had a stroke of genius. My sister and I had breakfast when I had brainstorming for a wedding
hashtag. Joe's last name is Walsh, and we had a hard time finding something creative. My sister looked at our mugs and said: 'Kelly's cup of Joe!' Reynaley Buenaventura's Disney-themed wedding inspired her wedding hashtag. She added her fiancé Josh's initial and her own to impersonate the hashtag with a JR at the
start. Best of all, they chose Tale as old as time as their first-dance song, pulling it all together. When Amy married Sean Seal, she immediately knew #SealTheDeal would make the perfect hashtag. After nine years of dating, tying the knot sealed the deal they've wanted to make for nine years! Year!
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